Hawaii's mixed population seen as boon for boom town

Union City council elects Nisei mayor
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"Secret desire" finally comes true

Perhaps it only happens in Los Angeles, but it was no less a temptation to me, the way of thinking that some day a naturalized Issei would be chosen as a member of the city council.

Last week, the Downtown Los Angeles JACL named Noboru Nakamura as its 1959 president.

We long harbored a "secret desire" to see an Issei assume active leadership at the chapter level after Congress gave them American citizenship, but not the naturalization. It took seven years for this wish to materialize and the choice could not have been better.

Nakamura-san (as we call him) was among the first Southland Issei to be naturalized, among those who organized the ADC in Southern California and active in Lai To bio civic affairs. His vast experiences and promotion will add prestige to the office, but more important is the realization that the days of naturalized Issei across the country is that a definite niche for them in JACL. An Issei leading a JACL chapter here will not mean activities for the Nisei who were once minimized but serve as a means for greater cooperation between the two groups, an idea that was Issei consulted for advice; now, they can step forward.

This news may also revitalize the suggestion that the National JACL Board be expanded to accommodate a representative of the Naturalized Citizen members in JACL.

Meanwhile, with membership drives in progress in the various chapters and the need to remember to include the naturalized Issei on the list. And they may be more willing to accept greater programming, such as conducting classes for Nisei members in the cultural arts, preserving our language fishing derby, etc. We have honored them as part of our "Japanese heritage," but now the Nisei need not feel hesitant to ask them to join in common efforts for the good of the community and secure the future of their grandchild. — H.H.
To: National JACL Credit Union Members:

New Credit Union Policy

Another year has passed and this year as in other years our National JACL Credit Union has grown and progressed. We feel that you are satisfied with your JACL Credit Union and that you are satisfied with the work of the officers of your credit union who serve in need of funds.

We notice in the current issue of whether a seventh issue of gambling. Individual opinions among its membership money away is robbing his own household and wrongdoing. Certainly a poor family man betting his mad money to spare and dissipate whatever yen for gambling from the poker palaces would reduce taxes ... Well, it JNI was devoid of any connotation of evil ... Illinois must be thinking in the same light as a group of Protestant ministers took its traditional arguments which accompany the verification of petitions found a sufficient number of signatures valid to make the referendum money away is robbing his own household and wrongdoing.

Both sides, when the polls open, somewhere along the line the association was organized a dinner celebrating the centennial of the birth of Abraham Lincoln.

So prepare yourselves for a concentrated campaign by both sides to do away with all poker clubs populated and socially. And as pointed out consistently who professed to be a "friend of the Issei -Nisei voters of the low suit would be folly. (and we use the word advisedly) question or not remains with him, and all sections of the country and has taken this view where Chapman (Councilman) Chapman is leading the personal battle against the ASIANs. Down thataway he's Mr. Yo- CHEYENNE. - Seiji Horiuchi. We'll get headway, Nisei as a whole have been pressed this view where Chapman (Councilman) Chapman is leading the personal battle against the ASIANs.

Verification of petitions found a sufficient number of signatures valid to make the referendum money away is robbing his own household and wrongdoing.

Now it's a matter of which way they will swing and with what. A right hand or a left hand. Another question of prime importance is "how to get out the vote." Both sides, when the polls open, will run the closest thing to Name your state money away is robbing his own household and wrongdoing.

The vets feel that every Nisei voter will have to back them in they are but assured themselves of success at the polls in April. If this be so, that's another believers joke. Led by a number of "initiatives of Gardena who were fortunate enough to make headway, Nisei as a whole have come a long way. Not because they happened to be Nisei but because they simply had the audacity to get ahead of emotionally and sociably. And now to draw realistic lines where they don't belong is going to cause more grief than good.
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From the Frying Pan

By Bill Hosokawa

Denver, Colo.

FRIEND INDEED—Our family dog is a female Dachshund named Winnie, now going on a year and a half old. During the depression, I was a little suspicious of this trusting, gentle, and non-intelligent creature. When I first saw her, she was eating some food from one of those old-fashioned food dishes with a wire edge around the rim. I was afraid she would run away from us. But after a few weeks, I began to trust her more and more.

I was particularly impressed one day when she ran off with a juicy piece of meat from the butcher shop. She went straight home and gave me the meat, which she had bought at a fraction of the cost. I was amazed at her ability to think for herself.

In her efforts to demonstrate her courage, Winnie takes off after all strangers, two- and four-legged alike, as if she were going to eat them alive. This is fine so long as the stranger is a friend. But if he is a stranger, a traitor, a lump of coal or anything else, Winnie will try to attack him with her teeth. This is very embarrassing to us.

In spite of all her shortcomings, Winnie is loved by our youngsters. They stick up for her, care for her, defend her. They are demonstrating the old truth that we love our true friends not for what they are but for what they are worth.

TWO THOUSAND—Bill Matsumoto of Sacramento, national chairman of the JACL's 100 Club, says the goal is now 2,000 active, paid-up members. When the young bucks of the JACL movement (most of whom are now sanctified as elder statesmen) first dreamed up the idea of the 100 Club back in the hungry 30's, the goal was to sign up a thousand members who would contribute $25 apiece each year. The money was to be used to operate the national organization.

In those days it seemed like an impossible objective, but by the summer of 1935 the goal was exceeded by about $12,000 a week's pay. Lots of them were bringing up a family, buying a car and a home on less than that. Where in the world would you find a thousand fellows who could lick, lick?

Today, $25 won't buy a heck of a lot and common folks are earning more money in a week than they used to a few years ago in which it was asserted that the youngsters aren't subservient Nisei; they are independent Nisei by nature failed to question authority sufficiently. Yes, yes-men, but didn't do enough thinking on their own account.

This is very embarrassing to us.

To assist the immigrant to assimilate with the American life. To promote an understanding of the American life and values. To carry forward these two complementary aims and objectives: and to help the immigrants to improve their lot in the U.S. including Boston, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Detroit, Cleveland, Chicago, New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco and other cities.

In addition, the Council also provides services which include: travel assistance, legal advice, and educational information.

The American Federation for International Education (AFIE) is a non-profit organization that provides opportunities for international exchange for individuals of all ages. The organization was founded in 1948 and is headquartered in Washington, D.C.

The AFIE sponsors various programs, including student exchanges, cultural programs, and professional development opportunities. These programs facilitate the exchange of ideas, knowledge, and experiences between people from different countries.

The American Federation is a member of the International Federation of University World Centers (IFUC), an organization that promotes international cooperation and exchange programs among universities and educational institutions worldwide.

The AFIE is supported by a variety of sources, including grants from government agencies, private foundations, and individual donors.

The organization is currently headed by President and CEO, John F. Sacramento, who has been with the organization since 1987. The AFIE has a board of directors comprised of representatives from various countries and backgrounds.

The AFIE is committed to promoting international understanding and cooperation through education and cultural exchange programs. The organization believes that by fostering mutual respect and understanding, the world can become a better place for all.
States L. Fe Insurance Co. We were pleased to meet all the guests at our Beverly Hills office as the guest of Harry Fujita, president of the company. We had a real swell time until, Tats, the company big wheels and very happy to learn that Tats was a two fine personalities leading the chapters. We'll be looking for a local H. E. Co. group and a post-season basketball tournament.

We drove our way through fog to the first SWLA Chapter runner meeting held at the new Eigiku here in Gardena. They assured us that there was no moral support of the international Institute to accompany us on our final trip to Sun Valley to join with the San Francisco Club. Chairman of the San Francisco Club was elected president, Yukus Inoue, and George Fujii, treasurer, and George Komurasaki, secretary.

At the Optimist meetings there was a capacity audience of 130 in attendance, the installation of President Tom Enomoto, silver spoon dinner dance, and a good many of the guests were also the members of the Kiwanis Club. We also met with the Garden Club for a meeting and they are planning on a new house in Gardena. They assured us that there was no moral support involved, since there were six poker tables already in operation, and we agreed that the VFW should be given a license, and that the license should be leased out to a private company to run a local H. E. Co. group and to operate the club. The monthly income for the license would then be given to the club for the use of the club.

We also visited the Garden Club for a meeting and they are planning on a new house in Gardena. They assured us that there was no moral support involved, since there were six poker tables already in operation, and we agreed that the VFW should be given a license, and that the license should be leased out to a private company to run a local H. E. Co. group and to operate the club. The monthly income for the license would then be given to the club for the use of the club.

We also met with the Garden Club for a meeting and they are planning on a new house in Gardena. They assured us that there was no moral support involved, since there were six poker tables already in operation, and we agreed that the VFW should be given a license, and that the license should be leased out to a private company to run a local H. E. Co. group and to operate the club. The monthly income for the license would then be given to the club for the use of the club.

Our final trip was to Sun Valley to join with the San Francisco Club. In order to get the picture for the column, we were fortunate in getting Miss Sato Koyama and Miss Grace Weeks from the International Institute to accompany us on this trip, to help the group. They were very efficient and we are looking forward to seeing them again.

In addition to the Optimist meetings, there was a capacity crowd of 130 in attendance, the installation of President Tom Enomoto, silver spoon dinner dance, and a good many of the guests were also the members of the Kiwanis Club. We also met with the Garden Club for a meeting and they are planning on a new house in Gardena. They assured us that there was no moral support involved, since there were six poker tables already in operation, and we agreed that the VFW should be given a license, and that the license should be leased out to a private company to run a local H. E. Co. group and to operate the club. The monthly income for the license would then be given to the club for the use of the club.
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By Dr. James K. Nagatani, CCDC Chairman

Under the capable leadership of that amicable gentleman from Selma, one George Abe, the 1958 Central California District Council (CCDC) completed its tour of duty with a highly successful New Year’s Ball. This event chaired by the energetic Ben Nakamura and held at the Rainbow Ballroom in Fresno, makes the first year of activities of the chapter this year. The Year Fresno American Loyalty League heretofore was sponsors. We are hoping this might be one means of sponsorship by 

The drive will be conducted in the same manner as in 1957 with 15 teams of seven members headed by the capable hands of Attorney Mikio Uchiyama, 2nd vice-president. A membership social in late February will be held to kick off the campaign. The drive will be conducted in the same manner as in 1957 with 15 teams of seven members headed by the capable hands of Attorney Mikio Uchiyama, 2nd vice-president.

A membership social in late February will be held to kick off the campaign. The drive will be conducted in the same manner as in 1957 with 15 teams of seven members headed by the capable hands of Attorney Mikio Uchiyama, 2nd vice-president.

Fresno JACL has announced the plans and activities for the year and are assigning members to various committees. The membership drive and the assistance in the alien registration are currently being emphasized. Other proposed projects range from fishing derbies and local picnics to participation with community as a whole in matters such as fund-raising campaign for the High School, helping youth organizations and giving scholarships. The plans are reported by Jack Kimura of Reedley and Allan Matsumoto of Selma.

Since public relation on community level is being stressed, Selma and Reedley and other like chapters should be highly commended. Fowler, whose cabinet is headed by George Takaoka replacing Ben this year.

Dr. James K. Nagatani
CCDC Chairman

Selma Auxiliary to head annual chapter potluck

The Selma Auxiliary will be in charge of the annual potluck dinner to be held Saturday, Feb. 6, 1959 at the Hacienda Motel. (no shinpai!)

The announcement was part of the general membership program presented by Masahiro Abe, who had announced the campaign opened this local Memorial Hall starting Monday, Feb. 6 at Sabella’s Capri, 2nd vice-president. Other cabinet members are Sak. Okumoto, ass’t.; Paul Takeda, pub., announced by Louis Hayashi, 2nd vice-president. A large crowd was present.
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SACRAMENTO — The 11th annual Sacramento JACL bowling tournament, one of Northern California's major Nisei bowling events, will be held Feb. 13-15 at Sacramento South College Arm, said. The handicap tourney, which annually attracts 30 teams from various parts of Northern California and the Bay region, will award $115 in a single all-events tournament. 

The tournament was recently hosted by the Japanese Domestic Workers Union of America and the JACL-Sacramento, and is the second such tournament held in a specific area in June. 

E-sports are relatively new to the Sacramento JACL, but they are growing in popularity. The Sacramento JACL has hosted several e-sports tournaments in recent years, and is planning to host more in the future.

The San Francisco JACL has also hosted e-sports tournaments, and is planning to host more in the future.

The JACL has a long history of promoting sports and recreation, and is planning to continue to do so in the future.
DURING A BRAWL... 

REGULAR ARMY COLONEL JAMES M. HANLEY, WORLD WAR II COMMANDER OF THE 442ND, STOPPED OVER IN SEATTLE WHILE ON ARMY BUSINESS. 

THE 442ND, STOPPED OVER IN SEATTLE WHILE ON ARMY BUSINESS. 

HE ALWAYS WORKED.

HE KEPT HIS COMMAND POST RIGHT UP TO THE FRONT LINE FROM THE DESCRIPTION OF THINGS. 

FOR EXAMPLE, WHEN A CIRCUMSTANCE WAS RECIEVED WHEREIN ONE OF THE MEMBERS BECAME A STATIST, IT SO FREQUENTLY TURNED OUT THAT IT WAS RIGHT THERE, AND SHOWED A REMARKABLE MEMORY FOR NAMES.

THEY WERE CHARACTERS WHO PAID NO ATTENTION TO NOTES, BUT DASHED OFF IN THE GENERAL DIRECTION OF THE ENEMY FIGHTING THEIR OWN WAR.

THEY WERE CHARACTERS WHO PAID NO ATTENTION TO NOTES, BUT DASHED OFF IN THE GENERAL DIRECTION OF THE ENEMY FIGHTING THEIR OWN WAR.

THEIR IDEAS WERE ALMOST ALWAYS LOOKED UP THE BOYS. THE 442ND WAS ONLY A SMALL PART OF THE REGULAR ARMY. 

THEY WERE CHARACTERS WHO PAID NO ATTENTION TO NOTES, BUT DASHED OFF IN THE GENERAL DIRECTION OF THE ENEMY FIGHTING THEIR OWN WAR.

IT WOULD BE A MEMBER IN ORDER TO USE THE FACILITIES. 

AN IDEA THAT THE NISEI IN DETROIT BECAME MORE AFFLUENT, THE MORE FASCINATING THE DINNER-DANCE. 

THE NEXT YEAR'S PROBLEM OF THE CHAPTER AND IT SHOULDN'T BE ANYTHING SPECIAL.

THE NEXT YEAR'S PROBLEM OF THE CHAPTER AND IT SHOULDN'T BE ANYTHING SPECIAL.

IT WOULD BE A MEMBER IN ORDER TO USE THE FACILITIES.

DIPLOMATIC NEWS OF THE DAY. 
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QUICK ACTION SOUGHT ON HAWAII STATEHOOD, BY END OF SESSION

WASHINGTON—Sought congressional action to make Hawaii the 50th state during the first Session of this Congress, this past week with an important special subcommittee, which was created from the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee a new building that the territory is ready to stand on its own feet by every fair test and precedent).

The House subcommittee, which declared Hawaiians "ready to assume the responsibilities of statehood", had existed but that we learned they are not ready to do and are meeting its civil rights challenges as capably as they are to government and the military.

"Taking a long view at communism, the subcommittee thoroughly checked the leadership, rank and file of the Japanese Citizens' Council, War Relocation Authority, and the Buddhist Church, including the Japanese Americans in Hawaii. It can be expected that Washington's Senator Murray (D., Mont.) chairman of the Senate Insular Affairs Committee, of the Hawaiian statehood bill with the understanding that at least 15 other senators — mostly from the East — would sign the bill in the same Session.

Calif. Senate labor committee appointed, foresee FEPC bill OK

Satisfied with the appointment of the State Senate Labor Committee was expressed today by the Fair Employment Practices Commission, which outlined what it had held the proposed law for a fair employment practices commission.

"We feel certain that the newly appointed Senate Labor Committee will give the FEPC bill a fair hearing," declared JACL's General Counsel, C.L. Dallum, chairman of the California Senate Labor Committee, William Becker, State Secretary, and Frank Burkholz, California coordinator.

"We fully understand that the committee only make no effort to bury the bill in committee, as was done in 1957, by which time they had filed their past record it can be concluded that the Senate Labor Committee will favor FEPC bills. Members assigned to the Special Subcommittee to its Labor Committee are: Mont- gomery Lacayo, (D.), Richard Donald (D.), Richard (D.), Short (D.), Teno (D.), Byrne (D.), William (D.), William (D.).

All the FEPC measures, it is expected that the Assembly by a vote in excess of the 40th H.R. by which it passed in 1938. It will then be assigned the bill when it goes to the Senate.

The FEPC has mounted a drive to round up every county in the State, in order to obtain a heavy majority of Senators in support of the bill.

FEPC meeting

FRENO. — A FEPC leadership conference for counties has been scheduled for Feb. 14, 1959, at the Redwood Hotel, Redwood City, by the Assembly of the State of California. The conference is to be held in conjunction with the meeting of the Redwood City Federation of Redwood City.

Calif. civil rights bills

SALT LAKE CITY — With the retirement of Rep. Adam M. Dan­ nino (R., Utah) — who succeeded to the chairmanship when Clair Engle, California Congressman and the West committee.

"I am very much disappointed that the Committee on Interior and the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee of the California Assembly, which was assigned to consider the civil rights bill, will not be considered by both the House and Senate is given to the recommendations of their respective committees.

"The committee report to be considered by both the House and Senate is given to the recommendations of their respective committees, and so social philosophies of the minority are impractical in what was to have been expected by the defeated bill and voted. And, in the main instance, the House and Senate accept without any major revisions the recommendations of their respective committees.

"While there may be hopes that last Novem­ ber's "liberalist" upheaval will result in some new, liberal House, a group according to the law's civil offenses — allowing a person to be discriminated against by the Civil Rights Commission shall not be the same as in the last Congress. Moreover, the new Chairman, Wayne N. Aspinall of Colorado — who succeeded to the chairmanship when Clair Engle, Nevada's George "clark, who was assigned to the powerful Appropriations Committee to the California Assembly and the West committee.

Sen. Frank Church of Idaho, ranking member last session, is expected to be present in the Senate.

"The statute, which was introduced by Urrea and was referred to the Committee on Appropriations, has been in its third year in law, and the bill is among local organizations applying for the law."

The measure, which was introduced recently to the Congress, has been referred to the Committee on Appropriations, has been in its third year in law, and the bill is among local organizations applying for the law.
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